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Abstract

The opioid epidemic has devastated communities, cost hundreds of thousands of lives, and stymied containment efforts. This paper argues that understanding the role of trauma in addiction provides a new framework for response. The paper reviews current knowledge about the correlation between exposure to trauma and addiction and about treatment models designed to treat Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and substance use disorders (SUDs). It describes emerging approaches to trauma-informed addiction treatment, including the Medication First model of medication-assisted treatment, and discusses how using a trauma-informed organizational approach can improve care. It suggests that understanding the relationship between trauma and addiction frames addiction as a public health issue requiring integrated prevention and treatment efforts, a coordinated system of services based on social determinants of health, and a lifespan, intergenerational approach. Finally, the paper reviews policy implications of taking a public health approach to addiction.

The Intersection of Trauma, Mental Health, and Addiction

The opioid epidemic has devastated communities, cost hundreds of thousands of lives, and stymied containment efforts. The breadth and depth of the impact has shocked the public and galvanized policymakers to take action with an urgency not seen in previous epidemics. Like many crises that appear to arise unexpectedly, the current epidemic has deep roots. The U.S. leads the world in lifetime prevalence rates of behavioral health disorders: In a study of 17 countries, the World Health Organization found that the U.S. had the highest prevalence rate of “any disorder,” as well as the highest rates of anxiety, mood, and impulse control disorders. For substance use disorders (SUDs), the U.S. ranked second, with a lifetime prevalence rate of almost 15%.

The U.S. has also been hampered by an inconsistent public policy approach to addiction. As a society, we have often considered addiction and mental illness as signs of inherent weakness. One concept that arose from this thinking and that failed remarkably and repeatedly is the abstinence-only approach to risky behaviors. In the 1980s, the “Just Say No to Drugs” campaign, together with mandatory minimum sentences for drug offenses and three-strikes-and-you're-out felony policies, ushered in almost 40 years of hyper-incarceration, severely harming individuals, families and communities throughout the urban core of our nation. These policies didn't stop or even decrease substance use disorders. Institutional and procedural racism further compounded bad outcomes. Blacks and Hispanics bore the brunt of these policies during the crack and methamphetamine epidemics, when the only intervention was arrest and incarceration. Treatment programs were extremely limited or non-existent for people with few resources. In contrast, the rapid spread of the current opioid epidemic, as well as its lethal impact on well-resourced white teens and adults in suburban and rural areas, has opened funding streams for treatment unheard of in the past.

The U.S. also has very high rates of violence and adversity. Firearm-related deaths and homicides among young men appear to be significantly higher in the U.S. than in economically comparable countries, and the U.S. incarceration rate is far higher than any other nation. In 2010, child abuse resulted in 1,640 deaths, with 80% of fatalities caused by one or both parents, the second highest rate of the 34 Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) nations. Looking at more general conditions of adversity, the study found the U.S. had the second highest poverty rate in a study of wealthy countries (next to Mexico), and had the greatest inequality of income and wealth in the industrialized world.

These social problems are highly intertwined. Toxic stress and traumatic experiences, especially in childhood, not only disrupt early and later attachments that foster the social-emotional development foundational to societal functioning but also alter the connections between brain cells and flood the body with hormones. Both behavioral responses adaptive to trauma and stress induced biological changes can accumulate over time and alter a child’s developmental trajectory, affecting emotional functioning, regulatory capacities, physical health, and educational/vocational performance. These changes, in turn, increase risk for mental health and substance use disorders and additional trauma. Each condition amplifies the others: e.g., mental health problems are often traumatic and can lead to self-medicating with substances, while substance abuse can alter brain chemistry and self-regulation, making mental health symptoms more likely and/or more severe. Both mental health problems and substance abuse increase the subsequent likelihood of being a victim of violence.

It is becoming increasingly clear that the cascade of biological and behavioral risk that follows toxic stress and trauma contributes to a range of social problems across the lifespan. Moreover, the effects of trauma extend beyond the individual to family, friends, and community. Intergenerational transmission of both trauma and substance use have frequently been noted, and the emerging field of epigenetics suggests a potential biological mechanism. Secondary traumatic stress – witnessing or hearing about a traumatic event – can affect a wide circle of relatives, personal friends, caregivers and community members. In some cases, the social transmission of trauma and its consequences acts much like a contagious epidemic.

Understanding the role of trauma in addiction provides a new framework for response. In the past, addictions have been moralized (faith-based-only approaches), criminalized (incarcerate and punish), medicalized (over-emphasis on pharmaceuticals), and commercialized (overly routinized inpatient and outpatient models). An approach to addiction based on the science of trauma could humanize our response by refusing to blame and shame victims, and by raising the bar for treatment from abstinence and survival to recovery and thriving.

Given what we know about the complexity of both causes and consequences of addiction, it no longer makes sense to address the issue in isolation. While some progress has been made in responding to mental health and addiction as co-morbidities, the current crisis calls for a coordinated, trauma-informed, public health response, integrating prevention and treatment across systems, and using the family and community rather than the individual as the primary unit of service.

The Opioid Epidemic: A Case Example of Interconnected Causes and Consequences

The current opioid crisis shares many characteristics with previous drug epidemics, including the methamphetamine crisis in the 1990’s and the widespread use of crack cocaine in the 1980s. However, due to its impact of people of all ages, the opioid epidemic provides a particularly good example of the complex causes and consequences
of addiction, and of why our current service delivery systems are failing.

The opioid epidemic, which has been called “the worst man-made epidemic in modern medical history,” has caused over 200,000 deaths and has left millions addicted or dependent. It also has had a devastating impact on children and families. The American Academy of Pediatrics estimates that 8.7 million children in the U.S. have a parent with a substance use disorder, and thousands of babies are born every year having been exposed to opioids in utero. A national study conducted by the federal Department of Health and Human Services found that, in the typical county, a 10% increase in the opioid overdose death rate corresponds to a 4.4% increase in the foster care entry rate, while a 10% increase in drug-related hospitalizations corresponds to a 2.9% increase in foster care entry. Since parental substance abuse, removal from the family, and death of a parent are all traumatic events for children, the long-term impact of this epidemic will be profound.

Research on mortality and morbidity in the U.S. compared to other wealthy countries suggests a link between the opioid epidemic and increasing conditions of adversity. Around the beginning of the 21st century, after decades of steady decreases, mortality rates in the U.S. began to rise among non-Hispanic white men with a high school degree or less. So-called “deaths of despair” – from drug overdoses, alcohol-related liver disease, and suicide – showed additional increases. In contrast, mortality rates in other wealthy countries continued to fall. Subsequent analyses suggest that cumulative disadvantage – in the labor market, in marriage and family, and in health – may account for the decline. The researchers hypothesize that beginning in the 1970s, working class wages began to decline and, at the same time, the cost of a college education rose. More men dropped out of the workforce, and traditional structures of social and economic support weakened. Fewer working class people married or stayed married. In short, beginning in the 1970s, this demographic group lost not only real wages and job security, but also many of the structures that provide meaning to life – in prevention parlance, the “protective factors” that buffer against the impact of stress and adversity.

This increased vulnerability, coupled with changes in medical practice and in the illicit drug trade, created a “perfect storm” for a drug epidemic. New prescribing practices stemmed from a growing consensus that chronic pain had been insufficiently addressed and that opioids could be used for chronic pain management with minimal risk of addiction. Emerging forms of pharmaceutical marketing contributed to a sharp increase in opioid prescriptions, and the flood of prescription drugs made it easy to access drugs from family and friends. The development of a new, vastly more convenient distribution system for illicit drugs made it easy for people to substitute “black tar heroin” when the supply of prescription opioids dried up or became too costly. These changes helped to put drugs directly in the hands of people trying to cope with physical pain as well as the psychological pain of cumulative disadvantage – people who in earlier eras would not have had easy access to illegal drugs. As a result, the opioid epidemic has affected a wider range of demographic groups than previous epidemics.

The consequences of this epidemic are just as complex as the causes. All substance abuse affects the user’s immediate family, friends and neighborhood. But earlier epidemics tended to concentrate in young and working-age adults. That left other members of the family to step in when necessary, and in particular, to take care of the
children of addicted parents. In the current opioid epidemic, multiple members of the same family, across multiple generations, are often using, and neighbors are likely also to be affected. Child welfare systems are increasingly forced to place children in distant communities, further diminishing the chances of successful reunification. The epidemic also hits economically challenged rural communities particularly hard – those where factories have closed, people struggle to find employment, and the institutions that people depend on have been diminished. Remaining social institutions, including schools and law enforcement, are forced to shoulder an oversized burden.

**Where are We Now? Current Knowledge**

**Traumatic Exposure and SUDs**

The correlation between traumatic exposure in childhood and adult mental health and substance use disorders has long been recognized. The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) study confirmed that link, and subsequent studies have replicated the relationship using large population samples. Evidence is growing that, across a variety of substances, childhood trauma is associated with behavioral pathways leading to problematic substance use, including early initiation and experimentation, transitioning from experimentation to regular use and risky use, and escalation to heavy use and dependence. Individuals with childhood trauma histories are also more likely to report chronic pain symptoms and to be prescribed prescription pain medications, increasing risk of opioid addiction.

While fewer studies address the association of adult trauma and SUDs, and there are some inconsistencies in the findings, evidence is emerging to support a significant relationship. Psychological factors appear to play an important mediating role, particularly co-morbid PTSD. The importance of PTSD in the development of SUDs has been confirmed in multiple studies, across varying substances and trauma types, and using a variety of methodologies.

Several neurobiological systems are affected by early experience in ways that may increase risk for addiction, including the dopamine, oxytocin, glucocorticoid, and immune systems. While there remain significant challenges to isolating the biological pathways through which traumatic experiences affect the development and progression of SUDs, a growing understanding of the neurobiology of early life trauma has led some researchers to conclude that childhood adversity is the most critical factor in susceptibility to addiction.

**Trauma and Addiction Treatment**

Whatever the specific causal pathways, traumatic experiences including intimate partner violence, homelessness, incarceration, victimization and childhood adversity are very common among people seeking behavioral health treatment. With trauma, mental health, and addiction so closely associated, it would make sense for treatment programs to address all three issues. The first large-scale evaluation of this approach was conducted by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). A five-year study of women with histories of violence and co-occurring mental health and substance use disorders found that programs integrating trauma into treatment were more helpful than programs treating trauma and behavioral health disorders separately. Since
that time, attention has focused heavily on the co-occurrence of PTSD and substance use. Many integrated treatment models for substance abuse disorders and PTSD have been developed and tested; several have met strict criteria for evidence-based practices. While there is far to go, the substance abuse field has been steadily incorporating recognition, awareness, and knowledge about trauma.

It is still debated whether treating the two conditions in an integrated model is more effective than treating them separately but simultaneously; outcome studies paint a complex picture. Najavits and Hien found that most integrated models are more effective with PTSD than with SUD. Several studies have shown that improvement in PTSD is more likely to lead to reduction in substance use than the opposite.

A recent review by Bailey, Trevillion and Gilchrest argues that sub-group analysis by gender and trauma type could help explain the findings, since there may be more than one pathway to substance use reduction among women with trauma histories. Bailey and colleagues conclude that integrated treatment models that teach extensive coping skills combined with access to social supports and advocacy may be most effective for women with severe PTSD, for whom symptom stabilization and emotional regulation are key, or for those with ongoing victimization.

**Trauma-Informed Models and Approaches**

Addiction Treatment

Moving the field forward in SUD treatment will require the adoption of a trauma-informed clinical approach. Providers who see addiction as the result of biology and external circumstances, rather than as a personal failing, are more likely to use language that reduces stigma and promotes resilience and healing. They are more likely to react with compassion if a client is angry, mistrustful, or refuses treatment, and less likely to act in ways that decrease a sense of safety and control. They are more likely to recognize substance use as an effective strategy for coping with chronic pain, depression, and other consequences of trauma. Trauma-informed SUD treatment requires collaborative relationships that support choice and empowerment and a focus on utilizing existing strengths for self-regulation and coping. As a result, clients may be more willing to engage with services, to participate actively in treatment, and to see themselves as capable of recovery and self-management.

Progress in SUD treatment also requires a reset of treatment goals. In every other somatic or mental illness, the goal of treatment does not stop at preservation of life, or even retention in treatment. Rather, the goal is for the patient to flourish – to live a satisfying and productive life. And if medication is required, flourishing implies the lowest effective dose of the safest medication available. Much has been written about the importance of Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) in addiction treatment, and in particular with opioid use disorder (OUD). Medication management is not the treatment goal for MAT, it is a means to an end. The long-term treatment goal is to see the patient thriving.

Concurrent with the changes in goal comes a change in medication management. One example is the Medication First model of MAT, developed by the state of Missouri in response to funds made available under the 21st Century Cures Act, Pub. L. 144-255.
The approach was modeled on “Housing First,” which holds that providing secure housing without preconditions to people experiencing homelessness can increase chances of success by creating a platform from which to pursue personal goals. Medication First is based on similar principles: that the availability of opioid agonist medication without requirement or restriction can be a starting point from which people with OUD can lead self-determined lives and work towards health and personal goals. In the medication-first model, a person is offered medications upon engagement in treatment—as soon as possible. In most SUDs, but particularly in OUD, altered brain chemistry disrupts the communication pathways between the brain stem and the prefrontal cortex. When the dopamine pathway between these centers is disrupted, the brain stem dominates and drives behaviors through unregulated cravings. Medications help control the cravings, and, in doing so, help the neurotransmitters to normalize and the brain to heal, after which a person can engage more fully in psychotherapy and supportive services that address many of the underlying causes of SUDs, including trauma.

The medication component of treatment depends on several factors—patient choice, access to and availability of medication, patient history (including trauma history; age of onset of substance use; number, potency and frequency of drugs used; somatic and psychiatric co-morbidities; treatment history; social supports), and stage of recovery. Understanding how trauma affects the brain suggests that for those individuals who need and want MAT as part of their treatment plan, trauma history may play a critical role in determining the choice of medication. For patients who do not start using drugs until adulthood and who have good social supports and no trauma history, the goal is protection from relapse while developing needed coping skills, and the antagonist Naltrexone may be the best option. Patients who begin using opioids for pain control, and who have no other risk factors, often fall into this category. Patients who start using substances early, before the brain is mature, and those who have some history of childhood trauma, may have difficulty managing cravings and need time for the brain to heal. The dopamine agonist buprenorphine (BUP) may be the best choice for these patients, along with counseling and supports to address behaviors and mindsets that may have developed from using substances as a means of coping. Patients who have severe and complex trauma histories, poly-drug usage, and a history of failed treatment may require the stronger dopamine push of methadone, along with a more structured treatment and rehabilitation program.

Once cravings are controlled, patients can work with trauma-informed therapists to develop coping skills and increase quality of life, and may be able to slowly taper off the methadone. This tapering can provoke occasional cravings and the possibility of relapse—as in every other chronic condition—but with therapeutic engagement and previous success, each bump on the road is less jarring.

The medication-first approach is a major step forward in trauma-informed SUD response, incorporating brain science into the treatment plan for patients with SUDs. Ensuring that integrated trauma-based addiction therapy and supports are available is an essential next step. Many well-supported treatment models exist. Seeking Safety, emphasizing education and coping skills and designed for flexible implementation, is the most widely studied. Other approaches include Mind-Body Bridging Substance Abuse Program, Beyond Violence, and Sobriety Treatment and Recovery Teams. Gender-based programs
include Healing Trauma: A Brief Intervention for Women, Exploring Trauma: A Brief Intervention for Men, and A Women’s Path to Recovery.

While trauma-informed treatment models are available, and some are quite flexible, the lack of fully integrated behavioral health service settings remains a problem. In some geographic regions, the substance use disorder and mental health treatment systems remain separate, although clinicians may cross-refer. Substance use disorder counselors are sometimes considered lower-level clinicians, and screening and assessment for complex morbidities is often inadequate. Moreover, while addiction clinicians may seek out training on trauma through continuing education, few appear to have received trauma training in their formal academic program. These structural issues create barriers to trauma-informed addiction treatment.

In addition, most treatment settings remain focused on treating the person with SUD as an individual. While this made sense when we thought of SUD as a moral failing or genetically-determined biological weakness, it falls short when we consider the role of traumatic experiences in substance use. Trauma very often occurs in the context of relationships, and many of its consequences – attachment difficulties, difficult trusting others, lack of self-esteem – affect the capacity to build and maintain healthy relationships. Many of the promising new approaches emerging in the field today reflect that reality, particular for families with young children.

For example, new efforts to keep women and children together in trauma-informed residential substance abuse treatment programs are proving successful, increasing motivation for the women to address their substance use problems and reducing risk factors for the children. Programs like early childhood courts, which use Parent-Child Psychotherapy as the treatment model, are effective in preventing foster care placements by helping parents to control their substance use and improve their parenting. While intergenerational programs like these are a relatively new development in the addiction field, they hold great promise and could be adapted for a broad range of situations where trauma-related challenges complicate addiction.

**Organizational and Systems Change**

While treatment models and a clinical approach designed to address the interrelated consequences of trauma, mental health, and addiction are critically important, they are only part of the picture. The behavioral and biological changes resulting from trauma accumulate over time and have long-term consequences for emotional functioning, regulatory capacities, physical health, and successful performance in a variety of domains, including education, parenting, and employment. People with substance use disorders need and use many services and supports in addition to behavioral health. If these service environments do not recognize and know how to respond to the impact of trauma, they may be ineffective or even cause additional harm by re-traumatizing those they serve. Similarly, therapy alone does not eliminate the risk of an organization activating a trauma response and causing harm. Trauma-informed organizational models have been developed to address these more systemic issues.

The term “trauma-informed” was first used to describe the organizational context necessary to respond effectively to violence and trauma in the lives of people with mental health problems. The concept was soon applied across multiple service sectors. Unlike
A program, organization or system is trauma-informed when it realizes the widespread impact of trauma and understands potential paths for recovery; recognizes the signs and symptoms of trauma in clients, families, staff and others involved with the system; responds by fully integrating knowledge about trauma into policies, procedures, and practices; and seeks to actively resist re-traumatization (SAMHSA’s Concept of Trauma and Guidance for a Trauma-Informed Approach).

This level of organizational change is not easy. In order to assist organizations, SAMHSA has developed six principles and ten organizational domains to guide implementation. Other models have been developed that define different stages of implementation and performance indicators for each stage. Trauma-informed models have been adapted for a variety of specific service settings, including addiction treatment. Trauma-informed practices can lead to greater client and family satisfaction, positive client outcomes, increased hope and optimism, and decreased trauma symptomatology and substance use. Evidence of effectiveness is greatest in systems serving children, such as education and child welfare, where implementation has been most widespread. Nonetheless, applications of trauma-informed models to the opioid crisis are promising.

**Systems Integration: A Public Health Approach**

Understanding that the roots of addiction often lie in childhood trauma, and that the consequences of addiction extend far beyond the individual, locates this issue squarely in the realm of public health. While new treatment models and organizational approaches are essential, only a systemic, trauma-informed, public health response can ultimately contain the opioid crisis and address widespread behavioral health problems.

Coordinated efforts to reduce community risk factors, increase individual and community resilience, and decrease exposure to traumatic events are needed, in addition to the creation and implementation of a continuum of treatment services. In 2005, building on previous work, growing interest in social determinants of health, and the recovery movement, SAMHSA’s Center for Substance Abuse Treatment convened a National Summit on Recovery. The summit produced a conceptual framework called “Recovery Oriented System of Care” (ROSC), a “coordinated network of community services and supports that is person-centered and builds on the strengths and resiliencies of individuals, families and communities to achieve abstinence and improved health, wellness, and quality of life for those with or at risk of alcohol and drug problems.”

The ROSC model includes elements of prevention, intervention, treatment, and post-treatment supports. It supports alternative, as well as conventional, approaches, views a multi-disciplinary workforce as essential, and treats a substance use disorder like a chronic health condition. The model requires long-term involvement with the health care system and parallel informal networks.

Research supports many of the ROSC principles. The ROSC framework ties together the services and supports proving effective in responding to the opioid epidemic – peer outreach, harm reduction, MAT, overdose prevention, supported housing, addiction
treatment in correctional facilities, and the “Handle with Care” program, where partnerships with police assist schools in responding to trauma. While only a handful of communities have fully implemented the ROSC model, the challenges of the opioid epidemic are moving others in this direction.

Systemic, collaborative change efforts like ROSC can best be mounted on a community-by-community basis. When local agencies come together to solve their collective problems, innovative solutions often emerge. A collective understanding of the science of trauma and adversity appears to strengthen collaboration by establishing a vision, building trust, creating a common language, and conferring a sense of legitimacy.68 Taking an intergenerational approach pushes this framework another step. The behavioral and biological embedding of trauma creates a “cascade of risk” over the course of a lifetime. Preventing adverse experiences and providing supports to families, from pregnancy through adulthood, will reduce the likelihood of negative outcomes, including engaging in substance abuse.

The “Two Generation Approach” being promoted by the Aspen Institute builds on this understanding. This approach uses a “whole-family” model which focuses equally on parents and children. Key components include education and employment, early childhood education and development, economic assets, health and well-being, and social capital. The approach explicitly recognizes the health and social consequences of childhood trauma and the role of economic supports and social capital, including connections to one’s neighborhood and community. Similarly, the recent upsurge of interest in developing comprehensive support systems for parents and children in the “first 1,000 days” of life integrate the brain science of trauma into a holistic prevention and resilience-building package designed to improve wellness and reduce negative outcomes.69 These emerging approaches differ, but they share one thing in common. They recognize that substance abuse is a symptom of a deeper problem, and that preventing and addressing the impact of trauma and adversity are essential first steps in responding to addiction.

**Conclusion: Policy Implications**

**Reinvestment in Public Health Infrastructure is Crucial**

Our ability to respond to the opioid epidemic is severely hampered by chronic underfunding of the public health system.70 We currently spend $3.5 trillion per year on health care, only 2.6% of which goes to public health.71 A public health approach to trauma and addiction would require new infrastructure, including data systems, surveillance mechanisms to monitor the occurrence and impact of adversity and trauma, and field research. It would also require an array of policy changes to reduce unnecessary traumatization and to strengthen communities. The “cascade of risk” that accompanies childhood trauma is not solely a product of biology, but also reflects social policies and social norms that ensure that those who are traumatized or marginalized become more so over time.
An effective public health system would also support a balanced portfolio of public education, prevention, resilience building, early intervention, treatment, and ongoing supports. Effective trauma-informed promotion, prevention, intervention and support models exist; what is lacking is the framework to bring them together in the right mix and balance to reflect individual community needs and resources, with appropriate financial mechanisms for sustainability and a social policy context that supports rather than impedes recovery.72

Local Collaboration and Service Integration Efforts Should be Funded

Parallel to the need for investment in public health is the need to invest in community-level coalitions, partnerships, and collaborations. It is now widely recognized that complex problems like the opioid epidemic cannot be solved by one or two sectors alone. The science of trauma and resilience provides a common conceptual basis on which collaboration can flourish, and hundreds of local efforts are being launched across the country to develop “trauma-informed, resilient communities.”73 Clearly there is motivation and enthusiasm to build more collaborative service structures.

Tools also exist. A number of models for collaboration have been developed,74 and some local initiatives have been shown to be very effective.75 The “collective impact” model has been particularly useful, helping coalitions forge a common vision, creating a local “backbone” agency for infrastructure, and emphasizing integrated datasets and collective, rather than sector-based, evaluation and accountability. However, attempts to scale up these approaches often run into policy, regulatory, and financing difficulties at both state and federal levels. Our service systems – and the funding that supports them – were developed during an era when social problems were seen as discrete and unconnected. Barriers to breaking down these “silos” are deeply embedded.

One federal experiment designed to increase local flexibility and decrease administrative burden, called Performance Partnership Pilots for Disconnected Youth, provided waivers of federal, legislative, regulatory, and administrative barriers to allow local communities to pool funds from different federal agencies to address young people who often “fall through the cracks.” While this program did not completely overcome structural barriers to collaboration, all of the first-round pilots involved multiple local partners and demonstrated key features of successful collaboration. Start-up funds were particularly helpful in filling gaps in management and evaluation costs.76 Significantly more resources need to be invested in exploring effective ways to re-engineer our financial and administrative structures to support effective local coordination.

Trauma-Informed, Intergenerational Approaches Should be Promoted

Federal and state policymakers are increasingly supportive of trauma-informed programs and intergenerational approaches. In 2017, the National Conference of State Legislatures reported that a total of 46 bills containing the words “adverse childhood experiences” were introduced in state legislatures. (Other trauma-related legislation was not included in the analysis.) Bills addressed a very wide range of concerns. In 2018, the U.S. House
of Representatives and Senate unanimously passed resolutions affirming the importance of trauma-informed approaches, and passed two bills tying funds to the implementation of trauma treatment and prevention: the Families First Prevention Act and the Substance Use-Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment (SUPPORT) for Patients and Communities Act. In an important step towards intergenerational prevention, these bills encouraged the use of funds previously restricted to paying for foster care placements to provide trauma-informed substance abuse and mental health treatment for parents whose children are at risk for foster care placement.

Trauma-informed approaches should ultimately be standard practice in response to addiction and in all health and human services. Unfortunately, most states currently lack the capacity to provide the necessary training and technical assistance, or to determine which providers meet basic criteria, for being “trauma-informed.” As more funds are targeted to trauma interventions, some form of state capacity grants will be critical to moving beyond the meaningless relabeling of old services as “trauma-informed.”

Progress towards the systemic adoption of intergenerational approaches will probably take longer. Innovative programs are beginning to appear, but there have been few efforts to attempt a large-scale merger or even significant coordination of adult and children’s services. Policy guidance is needed to help states and localities consider how best to integrate two systems that have been separate for almost a century.

Investment in Trauma-Informed, Integrated Healthcare Should be Encouraged

Primary care has been the principal mental health system for decades, delivering up to 80% of psychiatric care in the United States. Family Medicine has embraced the central role of providing quality behavioral health care. The Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education requires significant behavioral training during family medicine residency, and family medicine graduates deliver more behavioral health care than other primary care specialties. Despite this, behavioral health care in primary care clinics has been limited in quality and reach.

An alternative strategy has been to encourage the integration of behavioral health professionals into primary care settings. Behavioral health integration has been found to improve patient satisfaction, reduce costs, and improve patient social functioning. However, although the integration of behavioral health services in medicine has been encouraged for decades, it is only recently that the role and impact of mental health providers in healthcare and managed care settings has been increasing. We need to move towards full integration of behavioral health and health care, including universal access to trauma-informed addiction treatment, if we hope to stem the tide of opioid-related SUDs.

Workforce Development Efforts Should Address Trauma, Addiction and Mental Health Conditions Simultaneously
Workforce development is key for providing care for patients with SUD now and in the future, and the opioid epidemic has escalated the critical need for workforce development in the prevention and treatment of SUDs. Shortages of access and capacity to care are well-documented. One particular bottleneck to care is a lack of providers of medications to treat opiate use disorder (OUD). Even when prescribers receive training and the waiver for buprenorphine prescribing, the majority of medical providers are still unwilling to treat patients with SUDs, particularly OUDs. Another barrier is the lack of universal access to trauma-informed additions counselors.

Addiction as a long-term, complex, trauma-related condition requiring the same kind of integrated, team-based and self-management promotion care model used in chronic medical conditions like diabetes. In this model, trauma-informed behavioral health professionals skilled in both mental health and addictions work together with physicians, physician assistants, pharmacists, registered nurses, medical assistants, and other health professionals, in integrated behavioral health care teams. Team-based care is effective in the evaluation and treatment of both trauma and SUDs. Reimbursement structures should promote team-based care, with an emphasis on outpatient care rather than long-term residential care.

This working paper was supported by the Center for Mental Health Services/Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration of the Department of Health and Human Services.
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